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PhillipsCurves,Expectationsof Inflation
and OptimalUnemploymentOverTime
By EDMUNDS. PHELPS'

This article is a study of the "optimal"fiscal conitrolof aggregate
demand.It presentsa dynamicmacroeconomicmodel from which is
derivedthe optimal time-pathof aggregateemployment.Given this
employmentpath and the initiallyexpectedrate of inflation,the timepath of the actual rate of inflation(positiveor negative)can also be
derived.If I am right about the dynamicelements,the problem of
optimal demand is sufficientlydifficultto justify some drastic simplificationsin this first analysis:a closed, non-stochasticeconomnyis
postulatedin whichexogenousmonetarypolicy immunizesinvestment
against variationsin capacity utilizationin such a way as to keep
potentialcapitalinitensityconstanitover tiine. But despitethese limitations, I believethat the analysisintroducessome importantdesiderata
for nationaland internationalpolicy towardsaggregatedemand.
The principalingredientsof the modelare the following:first,a sort
of PhillipsCurvein termsof the rate of pricechanige,ratherthan wage
change,that shifts one-for-onewith variationsin the expectedrate of
inflation;second,a dynamicmechanismby whichthe expectedinflation
rate adjustsgraduallyover time to the actual inflationrate; third, a
social utilityfunctionthat is the integralof the instantaneous"rateof
utility" (possibly discounted)at each poinitin time now anidin the
future;last, a deriveddependence(from underlyingconsiderationsof
consumptionand leisure)of the rate of utilityat any time upon currenlt
"utilization"or employment-the decisionvariableunderfiscalcontrol
-and upon the money rate of interest,hence, given the real rate of
interest,upon the expectedrate of inflation.An optimalutilizationior
employmentpath is one which maximizesthe social utility integral
subject to the adaptive expectations mechanismthat governs the
shiftingof the Quasi-PhillipsCurve.
Thechoiceproblemjust sketchedis dynamical:an optimalutilization
policy by the governnment
mustweighboth the currentbenefitsand the
consequences for future utility possibilities of today's utilization
decision.By contrast,the coniventionalapproachto the employment1 This article was written during my tenure of a Social Science Research Countcil
Faculty Research Grant in the Spring of 1966 at the London School of Economics.
I am very grateful to numerous economists there and at the Universities of Cambridge.
Essex aind York for their helpful comments on oral presenitations. David Cass and
Tjalling Koopmans of Yale University kindly scrutinized certain technical aspects
of a preliminary and more extensive version of this article to which I shall make
occasional reference: "OptimnalEmployment and Inflation Over Time", Cowles
Foundation Discussion Paper No. 214 (August 1966). Any errors and other defects
in this article are my responsibility.
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inflation problein-if there is a conventionialapproach-is wholly
statical.1II shallbrieflydescribethat approachand showwhereI believe
it goes wrong.ThenI shallsummarizethe conclusionsof the dynamical
approach and attempt an intuitive explanation of them for those

readerswho do not wish to study the model in detail.
Visualizea diagramon which we representthe locus of unem-ployment-inflationcombinationsavailable to the governmentwhen the
shaped
expected m'ateof infl-ationequals zero by a characteristically
PhillipsCurve.2This curveis negativelysloped,strictlyconvex(bowed
in toward the origin) and it intersectsthe horizontal axis at some
unemploymentratio,say u*, 0 < u* < 1. The quantityu*'measuresthe
unemploymentratio, for it is the unemploymentrate at
"equilibrium"
whichthe actualrateof inflationequalsthe expectedrateof inflationso
that the expectedinflationrate remainsunchaniged.Now superimpose
on to the diagrama family of social indifferencecurves, negatively
sloped (at least in the positive quadrant)and strictly concave, and
supposethat one of these indifferencecurvesis tangentto the Phillips
Curve at some unemploymentratio, say 'u, smaller than u*. The
quantityu measuresthe (statical)optimumin theconventionalapproach.
The inequalityiu < u" stems from the customary(thoughnot unanimous)judgmentthat thereis some reductionof unemploymentbelow
ut*that is worth the little inflationit entails.
But if the statical"optimum"is chosen, it is reasonableto suppose
thatthe participantsin productand labourmarketswill learnto expect
inflation (and the concomitantmoney wage trend) and that, as a
consequenceof their rational, anticipatorybehaviour, the Phillips
Curvewill graduallyshift upward(in a uniformverticaldisplacement)
by the full amountof the newlyexpectedand previouslyactualrate of
inflation.Now if the recalculated"optimal"unemploymentratio does
not change in the face of the shift, greaterinflationwill result than
before and the pattern will repeat as expectationsare continually
revisedupwards;there will occur what is popularlycalled a "wageprice spiral" that is "explosive" or "hyper-inflationary"in character.

It is more likely that the upwarddisplacementof the PhillipsCurve
will cause the policy-makersto "take out" the loss in the form of an
increasein the unemploymentratio as well as some increasein the rate
of inflation.The rateof inflationiwill continueto increaseas long as the
unemploymentratio is smaller than u*, so that the actual rate of
inflation exceeds the expected rate with the consequencethat the
PhillipsCurveis rising; but as the statically"optimal"u approaches
I A recent exampleof the approachI have in mind is R. G. Lipsey, "Structural
and Deficient-Demand Unemployment Reconsidered", in A. M. Ross (ed.),
Policy atndthe Labor Market, Berkeley, 1965. See also A. M. Okun,
Employmnent
"The Role of AggregateDemand in AlleviatingUnemployment",in Utemployment
in a ProsperousEconomy, A Report of the Princeton Manpower Symposium,
May 13-14, 1965, Princeton,N. J., pp. 67-81.
2 The classic referenceof course is W. A. Phillips, "The Relation Between UnemiploymenIt and the Rate of Change of Money Wage Rates in the United Kingdom,

1861-1957",Economica,vol XXV (1958), pp. 283-99.
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u*, a stationary equilibrium will be asymptotically reached in which
= u* and there is equality between the expected and actual rates of
inflation. Even though a state of steady inflation is eventually achieved.
it is likely to be a very high rate of inflation-much higher than the
policy-makers myopically bargained for. Thus the conventional approach goes wrong in implicitly discounting future utilities infinitely
heavily. ' (This is not the only amendment to the conventional approach
that I shall make.)
The dynamical approach recognizes that any optimal time-path of the
unemployment ratio must approach the steady-state equilibrium level,
u*; perpetual maintenance of the unemployment ratio below that level
(perpetual over-employment) would spell eventual hyper-inflation and
ultimately barter, while perpetual maintenance of unemployment above
that level (perpetualunder-employment)would be wasteful of resources.
The policy trade-off is not a timeless one between permanently high
unemployment and permanently high inflation but a dynamic one: a
more inflationary policy permits a transitory increase of the employment level in the present at the expense of a (permanently) higher
inflation and higher interest rates in the future steady state. Optimal
aggregate demand therefore depends upon society's time preference.
If there is no time discounting of future utilities, future considerations
dominate and society should aim to achieve asymptoticallythe best of all
possible steady states, namely the one in which the (actual and expected)
inflation rate is low enough, and hence the money interest rate (the cost
of holding money) is low enough, to satiate the transaction demand for
liquidity by eliminating private efforts to economize on cash balances. If
that steady state is not realizable immediately at the equilibrium
unemployment ratio, because the initially expected rate of inflation is
too high, society should accept under-employment in order to drive
down the expected rate of inflation to the requisite point and thus
permit an asymptotic approach to the desired steady state. If society has
a positive discount rate, it will pay to trade off an ultimate shortfall of

u

'Of course, my criticismis founded also upon the postulated"instability"of the
PhillipsCurve.In fact, a situationof sustained"over-employment"-moreprecisely
unemploymentless than u* by a non-vanishingamount- has been supposed to
produce an explosive spiral through its effects upon the Phillips Curve. On my
assumptions,the only steady-statePhillips Curve is a vertical line intersectingthe
horizontalaxis at u*. Now some econometricwork over the past ten years might
suggestthat, especiallyon a fairly aggregativelevel, the PhillipsCurveis a tolerably
stable empirical relationship. But these studies probably estimate some average
of differentPhillipsCurves,correspondingto differentexpectedratesof inflationand
of wage change which have varied only over a small range. Further,some writers
have found the actualrate of inflationto have a weak influenceon wage change and
this may be explainedby the view that the actual rate of inflationis a proxy, but a
very poor one, for the expectedrate of price or wage change.See, with referenceto
Britishdata, R. G. Lipsey, "The Relation Between Unemploymentand the Rate of
Change of Money Wage Rates in the United Kingdom, 1862-1957: A Further
Analysis", Economica, vol. XXVII (1960), pp. 1-31; and, with reference to American

data, G. L. Perry, "The Determinantsof Wage Rate Changes and the InflationUnemploymentTrade-offin the United States," Reviewof Economic Sti'dies, vol.
31 (1964), pp. 287-308.
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liquidity in the futuLresteady state-to accept an ultimately higher rate
of iniflation and heince a higher cost of holding money-for higher
emiploynmentin the present; the steady state chosen will be more
inflationtarythe greater the discount rate. If that ultimately desired
steady state does not now obtain at equilibriuin unemployment because
the iniitiallyexpected inflation rate is too high, under-employment must
still be accepted in order to drive down the expected inflation rate.
But, symmietrically,if the initially expected rate of inflation is below the
uiltimatelytolerated rate of inflation, over-enployment is optimal to
drive up the expected inflation rate. (In both cases, unemployment
gradually approaches the equilibrium level as the expected inflation
rate approaches the ultimately desired level.) Clearly, over-employment
is more likely to be appropriate the greater is the discount rate; optimal
employment in the present is an inicreasingfLunctionof the discount
rate. Thus optimal employmenitpolicy in this dynamic mi-odeldepends
to ail inportant extent upon time preference.'
Now for the construction, defence anid analysis of the model. In this

publication I confinie myself to the simplest versionl with an infinite
decisioni-makinghorizonI, a smooth utility function and an equilibrium
"utilization" ratio that is independent of the rate of inflation (as in the
above discussion).
L POSSIBILITIESAND PREFERENCES

In this part the model is developed and the optimization problem
stated. The solution will be discussed in Parts HI and III.
A.. The "virtual"golden age, utilization and interest. To make the money
rate of interest a stationary function of employment, or utilization, to
make only consiumption,not investment, vary with utilization-both in
order to simplify preferences-and to make the marginal productivity
of labour rise at the same constant proportionate rate for every
employment or utilization ratio-in order that the notion of a stationary
family of Phillips Curves in terms of prices have greater plausibility-I
postulate that the economy, thanks to a suitably chosen monetar.ypolicy
and to the nature of population growth and technological progress, is
unidergoinig"virtual" golden-age growth. By this I mean that actual
golden-age growth wotuldbe observedin the economy if the employmentlabour force ratio or utilization ratio were constant. (Golden-age
growth is said to occur when all variables change exponeentially,so that
investiment,consulnption and output grow at the same rate which may
exceed the rate of increase of labour.)
I If the Phillips Curve shifts upward with a one point increase of the expected
inflatioinrate by less than one point, then the steady-statePhillips Curve will be
negativelysloped. But it will be steeper than the non-steady-statePhillips Curves
wvhichis all that is requiredto justify a dynamicalanalysisand to make the discount
rate important.It is true, however, that the criticismof the statical approachloses
more of its force and the discountrate is less importantthe less steep is the steadystate curve in relation to the non-steady-statecurves. A case of a negativelysloped
steady-statePhillips Curveis analysedin my preliminarypaper, "OptimalEmployment and InflationOver Time," op. cit.
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To generate virtual golden-age growth I suppose that the homogeneous labour force (or competitive supply of labour) is homogeneous of
degree one in population and homogeneous of degree zero in the real
wage, disposable real income per head and real wealth per head.'
Hence, whenever the latter three variables are changing equiproportionately, the labour supply will grow at the population growth rate, say y.
More general assumptions are apt to impair the feasibility of golden-age
growth.
As for production, let us think in terms of an aggregate productioll
function which exhibits constant returns to scale in capital and employment with technical progress, if any, entering in a purely labouraugmenting way, so that output is a linear homogeneous functioln of
capital and augmented employment (or employment measured in
"efficiency units"). Suppose further that the proportionate rate of
labour augmentation is a non-negative constant A > 0. Then augmented
labour supply will grow exponentially at the "natural" rate, y + A > 0,
whenever the real wage rate, disposable real income per capita and real
per capita wealth grow in the same proportion.
As for capital, we require that the capital stock grow exponentially at
the rate y + A.Then output will grow exponentially, as will investment
and hence consumption, at the rate y + Afor any constant augmented
employment-capital ratio-which I shall call the utilization ratio. This
implies that the government, by monetary actions I shall assume,
always brings about the right level of (exponentially growing) investment necessary for exponential growth of capital at the natural rate.
On these assumptions there is virtual golden-age growth: at any
constant utilization ratio, output, investment, consumption, capital,
augmented employment and, under marginal productivity pricing, real
profits and real wages will all grow exponentially at the natural rate,
while the marginal and average product of labour and, under marginal
productivity pricing, the real wage rate, real income per capita and real
wealth per capita will all grow at the rate A.Disposable real income per
head will also grow at rate A on plausible assumptions (e.g., a constant
average propensity to consume) such that the taxes per head necessary
for the exponelntialgrowth of consumption per head also grow at rate
A. Thus the labour supply will grow at rate y, like population and
employment. The marginal product of capital and the equilibrium
competitive real interest rate will be constant over time. (If the augmented employment-capital ratio is changing over time, most of these
variables will not be growing exponentially; it is only population,
labour augmentation, capital and investment that grow exponentially,
come what may.)
1 Taxes will be lump-sum. Labour supply is supposed independent of the real ancd
money rates of interest. I neglect the difference between wealth and capital, i.e.,
the govermment debt. This is acceptable if the wealth-capital ratio is constant ovel
time. While this will not occur in my model, that ratio will become asymptotic
as any golden-age path is approached. I suggest therefore that the error is small
enough to be neglected safely.
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While the monetary authority (the Bank) is postulated to guide
investment alonigits programmed path, the fiscal authority has control
over consumption demand and hence, given the programmedinvestment
demand, aggregate demand and employmeint.Since employment is the
decision variable in the present problem, fiscal devices are the policy
instruments by which consumption demand and thus employment are
controlled. I postulate unrealistically that the Fisc levies "lump-sum"
taxes (taxes having no substitution effects) on households for this
purpose.
The monetary instruments by which the Bank keeps investment on its
programmed path are assumed to be devices like open-market operations which operate through the rate of interest or directly upoln the
demand for capital. The Bank must be alert therefore to adjust interest
rates in the face of changes in aggregate demanidor utilization engineered by the Fisc. If the real interest rate equals or is closely tied to the
marginal productivity of capital, then clearly the real rate of interest
will be higher the greater is the utilization ratio, sinlce investment is to
be kept on the exponential path appropriate to virtual golden-age
growth. I Now to the details.
The real rate of interest is the money rate of interest minus the
expected rate of inflation. I assume here that expectations of the current
price trend are held unanimously and certainly by the public (but not
necessarily by the policy-makers who, from this point of view, lead an
unreal existence). If we let i denote the money rate of interest and let
r denote the real rate of initerest,we obtain
(1)

i=

r-

-- X,

O < i <

ib,

where x is the expected rate of algebraic deflation. Thus --x is the
expected rate of inflation.2 Equation (1) says, therefore, that as x
becomes algebraically small, i.e., as ilnflation becomes expected, thle
money rate of interest becomes high, given the real rate of interest; for
given the physical or real yield on capital, the prospects of high nominal
capital gains on physical assets (and hence on equities) produced by the
1 We do usually observe that interest rates are relativelyhigh in "good timlles",
but evidently they are not sufficientlyhigh or high soon enough to prevent procyclical variationsof investmentexpenditures.Possibly the reason is that business
fluctuationsare too sharpand imperfectlyforeseen to permit the monetaryauthorities to stabilize investment.But if fiscal weapons were used effectivelyto control
consumptiondemand,as they are assumedto be in this article,then the Balnk'sjob
of controllinginvestmentwould be much facilitated.It must be adnmitted,
however,
that the whole question of optimal fiscal and monetary policy in the presence of
article.
this
of
the
scope
is
beyond
lags
exogenous stochastic shocks and policy
It should also be mentionedthat the exclusive assignmentof investmentcontrol
to the monetary authority is inessential to this article. Indeed, it might be more
realisticto suppose that investmentwas controllablein the desiredmannerthrough
fiscal weapons. But then one could not identifythe real rate of interesteven loosely
with the pre-tax marginal product of capital so there would be no simple interpretationof the shape of the r(y) function]in equation (2).
2 I know that I owe the readeran apology for inflictingthis notation on him. I
have chosen to work in termisof expecteddeflationin orderto emphasizeits resemhaving
blance to capital in the well-knownproblem o-foptinmalsavinig,a problemn
some similarityto the present one.
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expectation of inflation will induce people to ask a high interest rate on
the lending of money, while borrowers will be prepared to pay a high
rate since the loan will be expected to be repaid in money of a lower
purchasing power.
Since no one will lend money at a negative money rate of interest
when he can hold money without physical cost, the money rate of interest must be non-negative. Further, it is assumed that there is a constant,
ib, to be caled the "barter point", such that at any money interest rate
equal to or in excess of it money ceases to be held so that the monetary
system breaks down; this is because such a high money rate of interest
imposes excessive oppertunity costs on the holding of non-interestbearing money instead of earning assets like bonds and capital.
As indicated previously, the real rate of interest will be taken to be
an increasing function of the utilization ratio, denoted by y:
(2) r = r(y), r(y) > 0, r' (y) > 0, r" (y) > 0,
0< L < y <j y < cx.
Consider the bounds on the utilization ratio. If positive employment is
required for positive output then, by virtue of diminishing marginal
productivity of labour, there is some small utilization ratio, denoted by
i, such that output will be only large enough to permit production of
the programmed investment, leaving no employed resources for the
production of consumption goods. Since negative consumption is
not feasible, no value of y less than I is feasible. The value ILis a
constant by implication of the previous postulates. In the other direction, there is clearly, at any time, an upper bound on (augmented)
employment arising from the supply of labour function and the size
of population. This explains the upper bound y which, quite plausibly
in view of the previous assumptions, is taken to be a constant.
Consider now the r(y) function itself in the feasible range of the
utilization ratio. The postulate that r(y) > 0 for all feasible y is perhaps
not unreasonable; it could be relaxed. The curvature of r(y) is of
greater importance. (The later Figure 2 gives a picture of this function.)
On the view that r is equal to the marginal product of capital, one is in
some difficulty, for there are innumerable production functions that
make the marginal product of capital a strictly concave (increasing)
function of the labour-capital ratio, e.g., the Cobb-Douglas. Fortunately, I do not really require convexity of r(y); r"(y) > 0 is overly
strong for my purpose which, it will later be clear, is the concavity of
U in y in (8). (Even the latter concavity could probably be dispensed
with by one more expert than the present author in dynamic control
theory, though probably the solutions would be somewhat affected.) I
shall laterindicatethe minimumrequirementon r"(y). Moreover,thereare
countless production functions which make r"(y) > 0; for example, any
production function which makes the marginal-product-of-labourcurve
linear or strictly convex in labour (which is not customary in textbooks)
will suffice and even some concavity is consistent with (2).
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Finally,a word about the use of the ratio of augmentedlabourto
capitalas a strategicvariablein the model.Sincecapitalis growinglike
e(Y+A)twhile employment is multiplied by elt to obtain augmented

employment,it can be seen that, if N denotes employmentand K
denotescapital,then, with suitablechoice of units,
u =

N
K

e)it

=

eLt N
))
e(Y4
+)t

e_

=

N
_ .
eyT

Hencethe definitionof the utilizationratioused heredoes not implya
neo-classicalmodel with aggregate"capital"in the background.Only
neo-classical
propertieslike diminishingmarginalproductivitiesneedto
be postulatedand these are much more generalthan the neo-classical
model. The previousrelationshows that we could as well definethe
ratio (since population
utilizationratio as the employment-population
is growing like eYt)which, in the present model, is a linear transformation of the augmented employment-capitalratio. Thus the
utilizationratio here measuresnot only the intensitywith which the
capitalstockis utilized(the numberof augmentedmen workingwith a
unit of capital)but also the utilizationof the populationin productive
employment.
B. Inflation, utilization and expectations. I am going to postulate that

the rate of inflationdependsupon the utilizationratio and upon the
expectedrate of inflation. In particular,the rate of inflation is an
increasing,strictlyconvex functionof the utilizationratio. When the
expectedrate of inflationis zero,the rateof inflationwill be zero when
the utilizationratio equalssome constanty* betweenILand j, will be
positivefor any greaterutilizationratio and negativefor any smaller
utilizationratio. As y is approached,the rate of inflationapproaches
infinity.Finally,everyincreaseof the expectedrate of inflationby one
point will increaseby one point the actualrate of inflationassociated
with any givenutilizationratio. Rememberingthat -x is the expected
rate of inflation,one thereforemay write
= f(y)-X i
?Of y j, (
3P/P
I
00 f (Y*)
f (Y) > 03?f
(Y) > 0?Xf ()
K,p<Y
wherep is the pricelevel andp its absolutetime-rateof changeso that
p/p is the rate of inflation.Thus we must add the expectedrate of
inflationto the functionf(y) to obtainthe actualrate of inflation.For
everyx we havea Quasi-PhillipsCurverelationbetweenp/p andy. The
relationshipis picturedin Figure 1.
I believetherecanbe no realquestionthat,if the somewhatPhillipsian
notion of the f(y) functionis accepted,the expectedrate of inflation
must be addedto it as in (3) if, as assumed,the supply of labour is
independentof the realandmoneyratesof interestandhenceindependent of the expectedrateof inflation.If the matterwereotherwise,every
steady state of fully anticipatedinflationwould be associatedwith
different "levels" of output, employment and the real wage. Note that

no assumptionof any kind concernlingthe formationof expectations
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has yet been made here; no assumption of perfect foresight or the like
is implied in the formulation of this inflation ftunction.
The concept of the function f(y) is more vulnerable to criticisim.
From the usual Phillips Curve standpoint, we have to regard the
utilization ratio as a proxy for the ratio of employment to labour supply
and to neglect rising marginal cost. And of course the simple Phillips
Curve itself is recognised to be an inadequate description of wage
behaviour.
Looking at Figure 1 or equation (3) we see that y* can be regarded as
the equilibriumutilization ratio, for at y = y* (and only there) the actual
rate of inflation will equal the expected rate of inflation. Mathematically,
p/p - - x at y = y* sincefOA') = 0. The diagram likewise shows that
all the points on the vertical dashed line intersecting y* are equilibrium
points. Without intending normative significance, we may refer to
y > y* as "over-utilization" and refer to y < y* as "under-utilization",
nerely fron the point of view of equilibrium.
When there is over-utilization, the actual rate of iniflationiexceeds the
expected rate, and vice versawhen there is under-utilization. In either of
of the expected1
these situations there will presuLnablybe an adjtustmenit
rate in inflation. I shall adopt the mechanis-mlof "adaptive expectations"
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first used in this context by Phillip Cagan.I The (algebraic)absolute
time-rateof increaseof the expectedrate of inflationwill be supposed
to be an increasingfunctionof the (algebraic)excessof the actualrate
of inflationover the expectedrate,being equalto zero whenthe latter
excessequalszero. Symbolically,if (pip)"denotesthe expectedrate of
inflation,the postulateis
d pt = a [P
(P)
or, in termsof the expectedrate of deflation,
-x-a(??x),
a(4)

c0,a'(

)>O,

a

-a'(

)f"( )

Concerningthe curvatureof the function a(p/p + x), it might be
thoughtto be linearor it mightbe conjecturedto be strictlyconvexfor
positiveP + x and strictlyconcavefor negative- + x. All I am rep

p

quiringis thatthe functionnot be "too concave"in the feasiblerangeof
y; in particular,it must not be more concave then the f functionis
convex,loosely speaking.
Substitution of (3) into (4) yields -

=

aLf(y) - x + xJ = a[f(y)].

If we let G(y) denote- aff(y)], then, by virtueof (3) and (4) we may
write
p -<y <j
(5) X= G(A)
G(y*) = O0 G'(y) < 0, G"(y) <0.
Thus,wheny = y*, the actualand expectedinflationratesareequalso
that thereis no changein the expectedrate of inflation.Wheny > y*
so that the actualinflationrateexceedsthe expectedrate,the expected
rate of inflation will be rising or, equivalently, the expected
rate of deflationwill be falling. The opposite results hold when
y < y* Note thatas y is increased,the rateat whichthe expectedrateof
inflationis increasingovertimewill increasewithy at an increasingrate.
In orderto determinethe path of x over time as a functionof the
chosen y path, we need to know the (initial) x at time zero, x(O),
whichwe take to be a datum:
(6) x(O) = x0.

We haveto considerthe admissiblevaluesof xQ in view of the upper
and lowerboundson the moneyinterestrategivenin (1). First,for our
analyticalproblemto be interesting,we requirethat x0 not be so
algebraicallysmall-that the initiallyexpectedinflationrate not be so
great-that no feasibley decisionby the Fisc can save the monetary
system from breakingdown in the first instant; that is, xa must be
sufficientlylargealgebraicallythat i = r(y) - x0 < ib for sufficiently
I P. Cagan, "The MonetaryDynamicsof Hyperinflation,"in M. Friedman(ed.),
StudiesIn the QuantityTheoryof Money, Chicago, 1956, pp. 25-117.
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in later notation,

Xb CO ).

As for the non-negativityof the money interestrate, by analogous
reasoningI should requireonly that x0 not be so large-that the
initiallyexpecteddeflationratenot be so great-that thereis no y that
will permitthe Bank to make the real rate of interestlow enough to
induce the programmedvolume of investment;that is, xo must be
sufficientlysmallthat i = r(y) ----x0 > 0 for sufficientlylargey < j,
hence that r(j) - x. > 0. But I have to confess that I do not take
seriouslythe non-negativityconstraintin my analysis.To justify this
neglect I want somewhatstrongerassumptionsthat will preventthe
constraintfrombecomingbindingwhenan optimalpolicyis followed.
The constraintwill not be bindinginitiallyif r(O)- x0 > 0, sinee the
chosen y must be at least as great as ,. If, further,we postulatethat
r(p)- x(y*) > 0, wherex(y*) is a "satiation"conceptlaterdefined,then
the constraintwill not be bindingin the futureeither,for our solution
will be seen to implythat the optimalx(t) ? max [xo,x(y*)] for all t.
I believethese conditionsare fairlyinnocuous(as well as over-strong)
andthat it is wisenot to complicatethe problemat this stageby serious
considerationof the non-negativityconstraint.
C. Utilization,liquidityandutility.The problemof the Fisc is to choose
a pathy(t), t > 0, or, equivalently,a policyfunction,y(x, . . ) subject
to (5), (6) and the informationin (1), (2) and (3). For this the Fisc
requirespreferences.I shallfollow FrankRamseyin adoptinga "social
utilityfunction"thatis the integralovertime of the possiblydiscounted
instantaneous"rateof utility".'
On whatvariablesshouldthe (undiscounted)rateof utility, U, at any
time t be taken to depend?I am going to supposethat the only two
basicdesiderataareconsumptionandleisure.On this groundI writethe
function
twice-differentiable
(7) U - (p(i,y) = 'p[r(y)- x, y]
where
(a) P> Ofor y < y?, y* < yo <
ips <0

for y > yo,

where9p2(i,y0)= 0 for all i, y? a constant.
922 < 0 for all y.
lim P =

lim P =-0,

(b)

-

c.

= 0 for i < i, o 6 l ib
9.< 0, 911 < , P21 = pI2 < 0 for i>>
wherel (i, y) O 0 for all y, I a constant.
PI =T1 9ll

12

lim 'P

.

-oo

i-).Ib
I F. P. Ramsey, "A MathematicalTheoryof Saving,"EconomicJournal,vol. 38
(1928), pp. 543-59.For a discussionin a differentcontext of the axiomatic basis for
such a utility function, see T. C. Koopmans, "StationaryOrdinal Utility and
Impatience",Econometrica,vol. 28 (1960), pp. 287-309.
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It shouldbe notedthat the functionp is takento be determinedup to a
so thatthe assumptionson the signsof the second
lineartransformation
partial derivativesare meaningful.Figure 2 shows the contoursof
constantU.' Now the explanation.

r(y)x-X
/r(y)

-'

ib I

FIGuRE

2:

-X2

(x)e

CONTOURS OF CONSTANT Qb
(,y),

TIHEINTEREST RATE FUNCTION

AND THEFUNCTIONY (x).

Considerfirstthe dependenceof the rate of utilityupon utilization
for a fixed money rate of interest. That is, consider(7a). Clearly,as

y is increased,there will be more output, assumingalways positive
marginalproductivityof labour,so that, given exogenousinvestment,
therewillbe moreconsumption.In addition,therewillbe a reductionof
at leastin a certainrange.But, on the other
involuntaryunemployment,
hand, therewill also be a reductionof leisure.Further,a discrepancy
betweeny and y* implies the failure of expectationsto be realized,

Th assumptions in (7) guaranteestrictly diminishingmarginalrate of substitutioniabove iand to the left of y'. But for convexityto the right of y' we require
that 9'21not be "too negative.".Fortunatelythe contours are of no interestto the
right of y' so we need not botherto place a lower bound on 9421.
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which suggeststhat people will have wishedthey had made different
decisions.I

To make order out of this tangle of conflictinginfluenceson the
utilityrate, I suggestthe followingview. Supposefor the momentthat
there were a perfecthomogeneousnational labour market.Then y*
utilizationratio at whichthe gain from a
wouldbe the market-clearing
littlemoreincome(or consumption)wasjust outweighedby the loss of
leisurenecessaryto produceit; thus the utility peak would be at y*.
Since consumption is strictly concave in y while effort increases linearly

with y, we would expect the curve to be strictlyconcave everywhere,
i.e., dome-shaped.Moreover,as y approaches,a, so zero consumption
is approached,the rate of utilitycan reasonablybe supposedto go to
minus inifinity; similarly, as y approaches y, it is perhaps natural to

supposethat the rate of utilityagain goes to minus infinity(although
nothing in the solution hinges on this strong assumption).In such a
world,whatpermitsthe Fisc to coax employmentin excessof y* is the
failure of people to predict the magnitudeof the inflation; in this
world, some real normativesignificanceattachesto "over-utilization"
or "over-employment",

But in the real world, wherethere are countlessimperfectionsand
immobilitiesamong heterogeneoussub-marketsfor differentskills of
labourin differentindustries,an additionalconsiderationis operative.
In such a world, there is substantialinvoluntaryunemploymentin
some (presumablynot all) sectorsof the economyand among certain
skill categoriesof labour even in utilizationiequilibrium;the point y*
is characterizedby a balancebetweenexcess demandin some sectors
and excesssupplyin others.In view of this and the socialundesirability
I have supposedin (7)
(ceterisparibus)of involuntaryunemploymenit,
that the dome-shapedutilitycurvereachesa peak at some constanty?
greaterthany'vbut less thany; but the rate of utilitydoes declinewith
y beyond this point as the involuntaryover-employmentin some
labour marketsand other misallocationsby individuals(due to their
failureto expectthe resultinginflation)become increasinglyweighty.2
I shall indicatelater the effect of makingy? = y* contraryto my
postulate.Note that y? is a constantindependentof the moneyinterest
rate; this simplifyingassumptionseems advisablefor consistencywith
the earlierpostulatethat the supply of labour is independentof the
moneyinterestrate.
I have discussed(7a)-that is, the profileof p againstutilizationfor a
givenmoneyrate of interest.(A diagramof the relationbetweenU and
y.for a given x will be shown later.) Consider now the dependence of the

I With aggregateinvestmentbeing fixed, people cannot save too much or too
little in the aggregate.But they can work too much or too little as a consequenceof
incorrectexpectations.
2In pollingpeople to determiney? the Fisc does not revealto people that the level
of the money rate of interest depends upon their social choice of y; y? is, like y*
earlier,a utility peak at any fixedmoney interestrate. With regardto the yr peal,
labour turnoverand perhapslabourhoardingare also relevant.
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rate of utility on the money interest rateJor a given utilization ratio. The
money rate of interest measures the opportunity cost of holding money
in preference to earning assets since, in the absence of own-interest on
money, the money interest rate measures the spread between the yield
on earning assets and the yield on money. After a point, an increase of
the money interest rate increases incentives to economize on money for

transactions purposes by means of frequent trips to banks and the like.
I shall suppose for simplicity that these time-consuming efforts fall on
leisure rather than on labour supply as indicated earlier. As the money
rate of interest approaches the "barter point", ib, these activities
become so onerous that money ceases to be held and the monetary
system breaks down. At a sufficiently small (but positive) money
interest rate, I, or at any smaller interest rate, incentives to economize

are weak eniough to permit a state of "full liquidity" in which all
transactions balances are held in the form of money.'
Thus, concerning the relation between p and i for given y, I suppose
1i, negatively
that the curve is flat in the full-liquidity range, 0 - i
sloped and strictly concave for greater i and that the curve approaches
inius infinity as i approaches ib. I do not care how close i and ib are to
one another as long as they are separated. By making the curve go to
minus infinity I insure that the optimal policy is not one producing the
breakdown of the monetary system. I have now explained (7b) except
for the condition that R21 = 912 S 0. This means that an increase of
the money interest rate (outside the full-liquidity range) decreases or
leaves unchanged the marginal utility of utilization; this seems reasonable since both an increase of i and of y imply a reduction of leisure,
making leisure more or at least not less valuable at the margin.
It is clear from Figure 2 that, given the dependence of the interest
rate on utilization, neither the value of y such that i = I (full liquidity)
nor y = y? is generally a statical optimum, i.e., gives the maximum
currenitrate of utility. The decision to make i = I may cost too much in
v may entail too high
terms of under-utilization while the decision y Y?
an interest rate. As Figure 2 shows, the static optimum is at y which is
ani increasing function of x up to yO.If the Fisc sought to maximize the
current rate of utility (which it is not optimal to do), it would (except in
the case of a no-tangency, full-liquidity solutiion) equate tlhe marginal
rate of substitution, -. P2/P1, to the slope of the i-function, r'(y), taking
out any gain from a downward shift of the i-function-of an increase of
x--in the form of greater y and smaller i; for all x greater than or equal
A formal analysis of interest and "full liquidity" is contained in my paper,
"AnticipatedInflation and Economic Welfare",Journalof Political Economy,vol.
73 (1966), pp. 1-13.That paper deliberatelyneglectsthe steps necessaryto establish
the desiredexpectedinflationrate in the particularcase where, as here, no interest
can be paid on money; it is entirelycomparativestatics, unlike the presentpaper.
Incidentally,it is assumedthere too that the lost time from economizingon inoney
is "takenout" in the form of a leisurereductionratherthan a labour-supplyreduction (in order to facilitate diagrammaticanalysis). The present paper does not
assumeknowledgeof that paper.
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Yis identicalof y? and i < A (full liquidity)as
to somelargex, say x
the diagramshows.
We need now to describethe rate of utilityas a functionof x and y,
i.e., takingboth the directeffectand the indirecteffectthroughi, given
x, of a changeof y. From (2) and (7) we obtain
(8)

UJ

0 <I (y) -- X < i b, t

U y),
U(X,

=

(Y)-

x-911r'

j'P(x) =

-

UyX/UyY

fimU=-oo,

U. xUxx

Ux-

-< J)

lim
x

,->

21

()

| 0

as x

x(Y)or i
AY}

( .)i.

> 0.

-

= ib, yb'(xI) > 0
U
Uxy = 0 for x >(y)
> O, U.x =pl_ < 0, Uxy

for x < xy),
where r (y) -

(C)

fY

limU=-CO
Y-rntiflyb(x) Ij]

where r(yb)
(b)

<

Uy = pr'(y) -+ 2 > Ofor y <(x)
Uy < O for y > j(x), / < y(x) < y0,
= 0.
)+ 2 [ryU)where Uy (x,Y) = 9)1.[r(y) - xJ r'
=Y cp11r'(y)r (Y) +- 2p21r'(y)
-+-P22 +T y1r") < 0 (for ally).

U

--c

-

T,

p1r'(y)

-'P12'

0

AA
'(y) > 0.

=

wvlherer(y) - X = ib, Xb' (y) > 0.

XV,y)

U(Q, y*)

y.)

U.

Let us firstinterpretthe newnotationbeforelookiilgat the diagrams.
The f-unctiony(x) has alreadybeenexplained;it denotesthe y at which
tlherateof utilityis at a maximumwithrespectto y, takinginto account
the influenceof y upon i, given x. The quantityyb, also an increasinig
functionof x, is that value of y which,givenx, is just largeenoughto
cause a breakdownof the monetarysystem by virtue of its causing
i = ib throughthe r(y) function;of course,x may be large enoughto
makeYb > y in whichcaseyb is irrelevant;it will be relevantif x is so
negative that the economy is teetering on the edge of barter. The
quantityx, whichis an increasingfunctionof y, is that value of x just
sufficiently
great,giveny,to permitfullliquidity,to permiti = I; sincean
increaseof y entailsa higherr, i.e., r'(y) > 0, we shallneedgreaterx to
maintaini - the higheris y; of course,any x > x(y) is also consistent
with full liquidity, as x is the minimum x consistent with full liquidity.
The quantityxb, which is certainlynegativeeven for large y, is that
valueof x so smallalgebraically
that, giveny, i = ib so thatthe monetary
system breaks down; since r'(y) > 0, an increase of y causes an algebraic

increaseof Xb for we then need a smallerexpectedinflationrateto save
the economyfrom barter.Finally,as a matterof notation, G denotes
the rate of utility at equilibriumutilizationand full liquidity,i.e., at
C is the maximumsustainable
A
rate of utility.
y = y* and x
x(y*);
Figure3 illustratesthe dependenceof the utilityrate on y, allowing
for the interesteffect of utilization,for two particularvalues of x:
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first, x = X(y*)so that therewill be full liquidityat y = y* (and at
smallery); second,x = xl < x(y*), i.e., at a smallerx. I havesupposed
for the sakeof definitenessthatxl is so small-very negative-that when
X = xl full liquidityis not realizableeven at very smally so that the
two curves never coincide; and that xb(y*) < x] so that the right-hand

asymptoticlies to the rightof yv*
U(x ,y)
3

0

s

y

yo y x

o~~~~~~

//

\

\

Y

b~~~~(2(y*?Vy)

FIGURE 3.-DEPENDENCE OF THE UTILITYRATE ON THE UTILIZATION
RATIO WEN X==X(y*) AND WHEN X=X1.

Both curves are strictly concave since Uyy < 0. (It can now be
pointedout that r"(y) > Ois unnecessarilystrongfor Uyyeverywhere,
let alone for Uyy< 0 in the neighbourhoodof y as considerationof
Figure2 will show. One can simplypostulateUyy< 0 notingthat this
prohibits r"(y) from being excessively negative.) Both curves reach a

peak-the staticoptimum-left of y? sincex < x(yO)in both cases.The
top curvereachesa peakto the rightof y>S becauseat y = y* thereis full
liquidity,so pi = 0 (right-handas well as left-handderivative),while
92 > 0 becauseyO> y*, so that Uy[Ax(y*),
y*] > 0, i.e., the curvemust
still be rising at y*. For purposesof illustrationit was assumedthat
ybIx(y*)]> j so that the right-handasymptoteis y. The lower curve,
correspondingto a much smallerx, has the same shape but reachesa
peak,y(x,), to the left of y*. This is because,in the case illustrated(if
x is very small), the marginal gain from higher utilization at y

=

y* < yO

is not worth the concomitantincrease of interest rate because the
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interestrateis alreadyso highin this case. [It shouldbe remarkedthat
the portionof the solution(discussedlater)whichcan be regardedas
"deflationist"is not in any way dependentupon the fact that, for
sufficientlysmall x, y(x) < y*; deflation(or at least y < y*) can be
optimaleven for x much higherthan the aforementionedvalue, i.e.,
evenwhenthe staticoptimumis alwaysabovey*.] Lookingat the righthand asymptote,this reflectsthe fact that for sufficientlysmall x,
yb(x) < 9. I have assumedfor definitenessthat yb(x,) > y*, but the
reverseinequalityis certainlypossible.Note finally,for completeness,
that yb(x)approaches,uasymptoticallyas x falls and approachesxb(pU).
Figure4 illustratesthe dependenceof the utility rate on x for two
given values of y: first,y - y* so that there will be full liquidityat
second,y = Yi < y*. Both curvesare, loosely speaking,
x
x(y*);
A
reverse images of the curve (not drawn but fully discussed) of ipagainst

i since,withy fixed,everyone pointincreaseof x is a one pointdecrease
of i. Both curvesare concave,strictlyconcaveoutsidethe full-liquidity
range. Considerthe formercurve. It is assumedfor illustrationonly
that x(y*) > 0, meaningthat, in equilibrium,deflationis necessaryfor
full liquidity.As x is decreased-the expectedinflationrateincreasedU(x,y)

U

U(x,y*)

9

X

J(1)

b(*

_

/

1)

x

o2(*

RATEON EXPECTED
FIGURE4.-DEPENDENCEOF THEUTILITY
RATE WHEN Y = Y* AND WHEN Y -Y1.

the money rate in interest is increased (at a constant rate) so the rate of

utilityfalls-at an increasingrateby virtueof the strictconcavityof q in
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i. As x approachesxb(y*), so that i approachesthe barterpoint,the rate
of utility goes to minus infinity.The other curve,correspondingto a
smallery, has the sameshape.However,becausey is smallerin this case
and thereforei is smallerfor everyx, the criticalrate Xb which drives
the systeminto barteris algebraicallysmallerthanin the previouscase;
i.e., a higherexpectedinflationrateis consistentwith i < ib when y is
smaller.Similarly,a smalleralgebraicdeflationrate, namelyA(y1),is
neededfor full liquidity.Note that since Yi < y* < y?, full liquidity
(i < i) in this case gives a lowerrate of utilitythan does full liquidity
in the previouscase wherey = y*. Whileit is of no significance,these
considerationsimply that the two curvescross: at algebraicallyvery
smallx, y* > yi > Y(x)so that ye > y.' actuallyreducesthe rateof
utilityin that rangeof x.
Before(8) is utilized,some defenceof it and considerationof alternativesis in order.Considerthe poor Germanworkerof the early1920s.
He was not in the marketfor equitiesso that for him the real interest
rate was zero; or, rather,for him the real interestrate was only the
convenienceyield of holdinga stock of consumerdurables(cigarettes,
bottledbeer,etc.)whichwe mightregardas becomingrapidlynegligible
as this stock is increased.It could be arguedthat for such people the
appropriateutility-ratefunctionis betterdescribedby U = ffb (-X,y)
on the groundthat the opportunitycost of holding money is simply
the expectedrate of inflation.If we make assumptionslike 021 < 0 in
the spiritof (7) we can stillarriveat (8). Thereis littleto be gainedexcept
simplicityfrom this approachat the cost of neglectingaltogetherthe
role of the real rate of interestfor those people who participatein the
capitalmarketand who own a substantialamountof the wealth.
Anotherissue is my omission of the actual inflationirate from (7).
Observethat, by virtueof (3) whichmakesthe inflationrate a function
of x andy, the utilityratemustultimatelydependon x andy, as in (8).
We could write
i, y) =L4f(y) - x, 0(y)- x, y]
U = b(P/p,
and still obtain some versionof (8). The issue thereforerevolvesonly
aroundthe shape of the functionin (8).
I have alreadygiven full weightto the loss of utilityarisingfrom a
discrepancybetweenthe actualand expectedratesof inflation.It is in
largepart this discrepancythat motivatesoppositionto inflation.It is
not reallyinflationper se that many economistsoppose but ratheran
unexpectedlyhighrateof inflation.Neverthelessit mightbe arguedthat
it is of no consolationto fixed-incomegroups to guess correctlythe
current rate of inflation if they did not anticipate when they contracted

theirfixedmoneyincomesthe bulk of the inflationthat has occurredin
the intervening time!

On one interpretation,this is a distributionalargument:the real
incomesor realwealthof widowsand orphanson previouslycontracted
fixed incomes will be eroded to socially undesirable levels by inflation.

My groundsfor omittingthe actual inflationrate, from this point of
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view,mustbe that the governmenthas othermeansthanthe depressing
of the utilizationratioto rectifytolerablythe distributionof income.1
To the extent that appropriateredistributioneffortsstill leave such
groupstoo poor, thereis certainlya case for introducingthe actualrate
of inflationinto the utility-ratefunction, /. But it is enormouslydifficult
to introduceit appropriately.For if the actual and expectedinflation
rates should be equal for a long time then the actualrate of inflation
deservesless and less weightover time; for eventuallythe inflationwill
have become a fully anticipatedone. Thus an appropriateutility-rate
function must be a non-stationaryfunction. No simple possibilities
satisfyme. But I wish to point out that since the optimalpath in my
model produces asymptoticallya steady rate of algebraicinflation,
hence an asymptoticallyanticipatedinflation,and since the rate of an
anticipatedinflationmakes no differencedistributionally(apartfrom
its liquidityeffectalreadyrecognized),the asymptoticpropertiesof the
solutionhere are immuneto criticismfrom this point of view.
The actual inflationrate has anotherinfluencewhich, it could be
and hencepersistingfor all time.Thisis the
argued,is time-independent
nuisancecost of adjustingpricelists up or down.If the rate of inflation
is 20 percent. or -20 per cent. per annum,everyfirmin everyindustry
will have to revise its price lists very frequently,which again has its
leisure or productioncosts. This suggests giving the actual rate of
inflationa weak role in the utility-ratefunction.0( ) can be made a
dome-shapedfunction of ft/p. The concavity of U in y would be
threateneda little-precautionswould be neededto insurethat Uyy< 0
everywhere-butnot muchof (8) wouldbe lost. The main differenceis
that insteadof havinga U maximumin the x planefor all x > x(y) we
wouldhavea unique,non-flatpeakin Figure4, sincetoo highan expected rate of deflationwouldcausetoo high an actualdeflationratefrom
the point of view of pricelists. I shall mentionin the next section an
instancewhereit would be useful to introducesuch a modification.2
My greatestreservationscentreon the stationarityof the utility-rate
functionin (7). Supposethat A= 0. Due to virtualgolden-agegrowth,
aggregateconsumptionandleisurewillbe growingat rate6, like population, at any constantutilizationratio. Sincethe "pie"is gettingbigger
over time, should not U be made to depend upon t ? Fortunately,
however,per capitaconsumptionandper capitaleisure,which depend
only on i andy-will be constantso that the use of a stationaryutility1 On another view the government has a moral obligation to valididate the
or not
expectationsheld by groupswho have contractedfor fixed incomes (wvhether
they are poor), even to the extent that if inflationhas occurredrecentlythe government now owes these groups a little deflation.The governmentof my model treats
such obligationisas "bygones", worrying only about the consequencesof current
deceptions,not past ones.
2This price-listconsiderationperhapsought also to enter in a complicated,nonstationary way since a high, steady rate of inflation might eventually call forth
institutional changes in the nature of money or perhaps even some system of
"compounded
prices".
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rate functionis not wholly unreasonable.The real issue here is "discounting".
More seriousdifficultiesarisewhen A > 0. Then a constanti and y
imply exponenitiallygrowing consumptionper head and constant
leisureper head (by virtueof the laboursupplyfunction'sproperties).
In this case it does seem a little strangethat time shouldnot appearas
an argumentof the utility-ratefunction.But I believethat examplesof
underlyingutility functionscould be found such that time would not
appearin the derivedutility-ratefunctionqpin (7).
I shall however allow the rate of utility to be "discounted"at a
non-negativerate in the usual multiplicativeway. No solutionto our
problemin its presentformulationwill existif thereis negativediscounting.

Ilndecidingwhich of two (x,y) paths to take-actually x(t) alone
sufficesto describea path-the Fisc is postulatedto compare the
integralsof the possiblydiscountedratesof utilityproducedby the two
paths.Hencethe "socialutility",W9,of a path (x,y) is givenby
(9) W

f

f0
e-8'U(x,y) dt,

a > 0,

wheret is time, e't is the discountfactorappliedto the rate of utilityt
yearshence, and 8 is the rate of utility discount. (It is understoodin
(9) that x = x(t), y = y(t).) The case 8 = 0 will receivespecial con.
siderationin a moment.
The optimizationproblemof the Fisc can now be statedas: maximize
(9) subjectto (5) and (6). The "optimalpolicy"is the functiony -y(x)
whichgivesthe greatestfeasibleW.Givenx(O)= xo, thereis an optimal
pathx = x(t) whichdescribesthe stateof the systemat eachtime.From
this informationone can also derivey = y(t), sincex(t) givesy(t) by (5).
In the case 8 = 0, there may be many feasiblepaths which cause
the integralin (9) to divergeto infinity,whichgiveinfiniteW;intuitively,
it is unreasonableto regardall of these paths as "optimal"so that a
differentcriterionof preferencesandof optimalityis wantedin this case.
Sucha criterionwill be describedbrieflyi-nthe next section,whichalso
gives the solution to the zero-discountcase. (Neverthelessthe above
formulationof the mathematicsof optimizationis essentiallycorrect.)
Thesubsequentsectiongivesthe solutionto the case of a positiveutility
discount rate.
II. OPTIMAL POLICY WHEN NO UTILITY DISCOUNTING

The optimalitycriterionnow widelyused by economiststo deal with
no-discount,infinite-horizonproblemsof this sort has been called the
"'over-taking
principle".A path [x1(t),y(t)] is said to be preferredor
indifferentto anotherpath[x2(), Y2(t)]if and only if one can finda time
TOsufficientlylargethat, for all T > TO,
>
0 U(x1, Y1)d

f

U(X2, Y2) d.
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The former path is preferred because it eventually "overtakes" the
latter path. A feasible path is said to be optimal if it is preferred or
indifferent to all other feasible paths. If one then obtains a solution to
the maximization problem now to be described, this solution is the
optimum in this sense.1
The above optimality criterion justifies the use of a device first
employed by Ramsey in his analysis of the somewhat analogous problem of optimal saving over time: choose the units in which the utility
i-ateis measured in such a way that t = 0, i.e., U[$z(y*),y"']= 0. This
is merely a linear transformation of the function U that will not affect
the preference orderings implied by the integral comparisons julst
described. Now go ahead with the problem

W
MWax
(10)

aW

|U(Xv,y) dt,

CJ== 0,

{

x0x
x(0)
subject to x= G(y),
The divergence problem cannot now arise. This is not to say, however, that an optimal policy will exist for all x,.
Readers familiar with the Ramsey problem will recognize (10) as
rather like the "optimal saving" problem. There x is "capital" and y is
"consumption".2 There is a zero-interest capital-saturatiolnlevel in
Ramsey that is analogous to our liquidity satiationi level, x(y); his
income-the maximum consumption subject to constant capital-is
analogous to our y*. His solution was the following. If initial capital is
short of capital saturation, consume less than income, driving capital up
to the saturation level; if initial capital exceeds the saturation level,
consume more than income, driving capital down to the saturation level;
if initial capital equals the capital-saturation level, stay there by
consuming all capital-saturation income. Thus capital either equals for
all time or approaches asymptotically and monotonically the capitalsaturation level while consumption either equals or approaches asymptotically (and monotonically) the capital-saturation level.
The solution to the problem here is similar in part. If x0 <Sx(y*) it is
optimal to make y < y'*for all t, causing x to rise and approach A(y*)
asymptotically, while y approachesy* asymptoticallyand monotonically.
In other words, if the economy "inherits" an initially expected algebraic
deflation rate that is insufficient for full liquidity when the utilization
ratio is at its equilibrium value, then, for an optimum, the Fisc must
engineer under-utilization for all time so as to cause a gradual, asymptotic movement of the expected deflation rate up to the level consistent
with full liquidity and equilibirum utilizatioin; in the limit, as tim-e
- See, for example, "TheRamseyProblemand the GoldenRule of Accumulationi'
in E1.S. Phelps, GoldenRules of EconomicGrowth,New York, 1966, and the references cited there.
2 Some differences are that hiis utility rate was independent of capital; his
investmeit-consumptionrelation, G. dependedupon capital; utility was everywhere
and GI(y) t in is case.
increasingin conisumnption;
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vanishesand a full-liquidityequilibriumis
increases,under-utilization
realized.
If xo = x(y*) then y

=

y* is optimal for all t, and therefore x =

.(y")

for all t. Shouldthe economyinheritthe minimuimexpecteddeflation
rate consistent with full liquidity at equilibrium,utilizatioll, then
equilibriumutilizationwith fiullliquidityis optimalfor all time. The
case xo > ,(y*) will be discussedlater.
Whatwill be remarkableto those steepedin the staticalapproachis
_ x(y*) over-utilization is not optimal whether or not

that, when x.

x is large enough to make y(x) > y*. Furtherit cainbe showlnthat
optimaly is alwayssmallerthan - even wheny < y*.
Analogousto the Ramsey-Keynesequationthat gives optimalconsumption as a function of capital is the following equation that des-

cribesoptimalutilizationas a functionof the currentexpecteddeflation
rate.1
(11)

U(x,y) + G(y))------

=

0.

For purposesof diagrammaticsit is helpful to write U = V(x,x) V1[x,G(y)],whichwe may do since G(y) is monotonedecreasingin y,
and then to express(11) in the form
(12) V(x,G) - G VG(X,G) - 0
Weft fXVG
where
VG

LYXY=
G.(j,,)
-

1

/-tx
X--Ux,

-G" UY
tJyy
- ', G'
'
=
GGG
G'G'G'
G"U)__

GGxG

UJYX
,()

If we thinkof X = G(y)as "investmett",then(12) saysthatthe optimal
policy equates the rate of utility to investmentmultiplied by the
(negative)marginalutility of investment, VG; this is essentiallythe
Ramsey-Keynesrule.
From the information above on derivatives we see that V intcreases

as G is increased[i.e., as y is decreasedfrom j or yb(x),whicheveris
up to G(y)whereuponVthen decreases,goingto minusinfinity
smnaller]
as G approachesG(,u).Onlythis latterdecreasingregion,whereJVG< 0
or Uy > 0, is of relevance;in that region, VGG < 0 uianabiguously.
In Figure 5 the solid curve depictsthe possiblyrealisticcase of x,
< 0, but niotgreat
great enouglhthat y(xo) > y*, so that Gfy(;YO)]
enough for full liquidity when y = y*, i.e., x0 < x(y*). Thus the solid
utilitycurve,for x = xo,has a peakleft of the originbut it passesunder
the origin,since U(.xo,y*)< S = 0. The tangencypoint, at (V0, Go),
showsthe optimalinitial G(y) and hencethe optimaly. Since optimal
and the V curvewill thereG(y) > 0 (i.e., y < y*), x will be increasinig
foreshiftup andpossiblyto the left; as this processoccurs,the tangency
1 For a simple derivation, in which the differentiabilitynlecessaryfor the Euler
Princeton,1956,
coniditionis not assumed,see R. E. Bellman,DyniamicProgrammning,

pp. 249-50.
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V(X,G)
V R(YOXG

G(i)

GO6()

IV(xo,G)\

Go

GCp)

:

GVG(Xw,o)

NO-DISCOUNT UTILIZATION
FIGURE 5.-THE
OPTIMUM WHEN X0 < X (y*).

pointapproachesthe origin,so thaty = y* andx -x i(y*) in the liniit."
The dashedcurve representsthe asymptoticlocation of the V curve.
Just as equilibriumutilizationis approachedonly asymptotically,it
can be shownthat full liquidity(i < i) is approachedonly asymptotically. (Thisfollowsfromr' (y) > 0 and the resultsthat Uy> 0 alongthe
optimalpath.)
The case xo = X(y*) is now obvious. Here we are in long-run
equilibriumto beginwith, as shownby the dashedV curvein Figure5.
The tangencypoint occursat the originso y = y* is optimalinitially;
continuesso that y-y*
this means that the equalityx(t) = X&(y*)
continuesto be optimalfor all t.
Considernow the case x0 > x(y*). Sincetherecannot be morethan
full liquiditywheny = y', i.e., U(xo,y*) c U even when xo > X(y*),
the tangencypoint continuesto be at the origin.Yet the impliedpolicy
y(t) = yt, x(t)- x0 > J(y*) for all t cannot be optimal. For thereis a
sSsurplus" of expected deflation here; i.e., i < i when y = y*. Since V
reachesa peak to the left of y", there are clearlypolicies of at least
over-utilization(y > y*) which will permit U > U for at
teemporary
1 The reader miayhave noticed a second tangency point with G < 0. Pursuit
of that policywould lead asymptoticallyto y - y* with x = ; where;(;) = y"; since
X < .xfy*),such a policy must cause W to divergeto minus infinityso that it cannot
be optimal.
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least a while and yet allow U = C forever after; this is because
x
x(y*) < x0 is sufficientfor U(x,y*) -J. In otherwords, thereis
while all the
room for a "binge"of at least temporaryover-utilizationl
time enijoyingfull liquidityand while never drivingx below X(y*).
-

But it cannot be concluded that over-utilization is optimal wheni
.x0 > x(y*). For no such temporaryor even asymptoticallyvanishing

bingeof over-utilizationcan satisfy(12), whichis a necessaryconditioni
for an optimum;in termsof Figure5, thereis no waythat sucha policy
can satisfythe necessarytangencycondition.
Sinceneithery > y*, y = y* nor y< y* is optimal,the inescapable
conclusionis that there exists no optimumin this case. An intuitive
explanationis the following. For every binge that you specifywhich
makesx(t) approachX(y*)(as y approachesy*), I can, by virtueof the
strict concavity of the J/ curve, specify anotherbinigethat makes x
approachg(y') moreslowlywhichwill be evenbetter.Thereis no "best
binge"(or evenset of "bestbinges")just as thereis no numberclosestto
unityyet not equalto it. Hencethereis no path preferredor indifferent
to all otherfeasiblepatls.
There are at least four avenuesof escape from this disconcerting
situation.Let us firstask, how did Ramseyavoid it? He could avoid it
(actuallyhe neverrecognizedit) by postulatingthat the net marginal
productof capitalbecameniegativebeyondthe capitalsaturationpoint
so that therewas an immediateand positiveloss fromhavingtoo muclh
capital.(Thisis fairenoughif capitaldepreciatesevenin storage.)In our
mlodelthereis nioimmediateloss from having"too high" an expected
deflationrate; i < i is as good as i = 1.To introducea loss we need to
supposethat U in (8) is strictlyconcavein x, reachinga peakand falling
off thereafter.As mentionedearlier,this postulatecould be justifiedby
the price-listconsiderationthat it is a nuisanceto have to reduceprices
with greatfrequency.(But a previousfootnote indicatesmy uneasiness
with this consideration.)Alternativelyone could make assumptions
leadingto G,(x,y) < 0, as is done in the preliminaryversion of this
paper.
Another avenue of escape is the introductionof a positive utility
discount,as I have done in the next section.Then therewill be a "best
binge"so therewill be an optimumfor all xo (in the admissiblera'nge).
A third avenueis to employ a finite-timehorizon.Then any binge
inust come to an end at the end of some given number of years. There

will be a "bestbinge"and an optimumwill alwaysexist. The unpublishedversionof this papercontainssuch a model.
The fourth avenue of escape is to postulatethat yO-y* so that
y(x) * y* for all x and thereforethe V peak cannotoccurto the left of
the origin. I find this unsatisfactoryalthoughsome readersmay not.
The readercan now work out this case using a diagramlike Figure5.
If xo > x(y*), under-utilizationis optimal as before; if xo,, x
equilibriumutilizationis optimal.Anyoniewho wants to go as far as
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postulating y? < y will encounter problems of the non--existenceof an
optimum.

Some of the qualitativeresultsof this section may be expressedby
the following"policyfunction"derivedfrom (12):
.x

y =yx),

(13)

where y'(x) { 0}0 as X {_}

(y*),

i

<

lim y(x)
xA

A

y*' if Xc

,y(x) i~

y*

if

x

(y
(y*),

<

AY

)

=

>-vb(J,k)

Let us turn now to the mathematicallymore congenialcase of a
positivediscount.
1I1. OPTIMAL POLICY WHEN POSITIVE UTILITY DISCOUNTING

Our problem now is
a > 0,
| e8' U(x,y) dt,
Max W
y
Jo
subjectto - G(y), x(O)= xo.
A mathematical analysis, in which (14) is a special case, is contained in
(14)

the preliminaryversionof this paper.I shalldescribethe solutionhere.
The optimalpath of the variablex(t) eithercoincideswith or monotonicallyapproaches(from every x0) a "long-ru-nequilibrium"value,
X*?

which is uniquely determined by

(15)

~

8=

-Ux(x

', y*) G' (y*')

Uy(x",y*)

It is easy to see from(I5), the inequalityG'(y) < 0 and the observation
that an optimal path would never make Uy(x,y) < 0, that Ux(x*,y*) >0.

Thisand(8) yieldthe resultthatx* <x(y*). Thus,in the long run,there
will be less than full liquiditywhen there is positive discountingof
futureutilityrates.Thisis becausethe currentgainfromhighutilization
always offsetsthe discountedfutureloss due to a short fall from full
liquidity.
if xo < x*, so that the expecteddeflationrate is below its long-run
optimalvalue, then, to drivex(t) monotonicallytowardx* we require
y < y*, i.e., under-utilization;
y(t) will approachy* onlyasymptotically
as x(t) approachesx*. If x =x*, then y _ y* is optimal for all t.
If xo > x*, then, to drive x(t) monotonicallytoward x'>we require
y > y*, i.e., over-utilization;but, again,y(t) will approachyv asymptotically.(It does not appearthat the pathy(t) is necessarilymonotonic
but this is of little importance.)
This last result-the optimalityof over-utilizationin some circumstanices-is of considerable interest. The previous section laid a,possible

foundation for a "deflationist"policy when the initially expected
deflationrate was insufficientfor full liquiditywith equilibriumutilization; more precisely,under-utilizationwas optimal in that circum-
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stance so that the actual rate of inflationi resulting would be less thainthe

expectedrate, thoughit need not be negativeinitially[or even asymptotically if X-(y*) < 0]. Moreover, an "inflationist" policy of overutilization,thoughit mightbe betterthan any under-utilization
policy,
was never optimalfor therecould neverexist an over-utilizationoptimum. We see here that, whenthereis a positiveutilitydiscount,overutilization will be optimal when

xO

> x*; since x* < x(y*), this

embracesthe case x =-- (y), i.e., the case in whichtherewould be full
liquidityat equilibriumutilization.
The greateris the utilitydiscountrate, the smalleralgebraicallywill
deflationrate. Differentiationof (15) yields
be the equillibrium
dx*

[Uy(x*,Y*)]2

=
(16)
- Uxx(x*,y*)Uy(x*y*)]G'(y*)
< 0,
I[Uy.x(xy*)Ux(x*,y*)
<
for
all
xr* X(y*),
since the denominatoris unambiguouslynegative
hencefor 8 > 0. This indicatesthat, givensome xo, we are morelikely
to find over-utilizationinitially optimal (x0 > x*) the larger is the
utilitydiscountrate.
Neverthelessone cannot, by choosing sufficientlylarge 8, make x*
arbitrarilysmall (algebraically),not even as small as xb(y*). It is the
inequality5(x ) > y'k that lies behindthe optimalityof y > y* whenl
Xo

> x*. It can be shown that x* cannot be made larger than x(y*),

where.s is definedby y(x) = y*; for as 8 goes to infinity,the derivative
UY(X*,ye) in (15) goes to zero (while Ux(x*,y*) stays finite), indicating

that x* approachesthe valuesuchthat Uy(x,y*)= , henceapproaches
the valueX(y*).
The value A(ye) is preciselythe level of x to which the myopic,
staticalapproachwoulddrivex(t). Thatapproach,whichmaximizesthe
currentrateof utilityat eachtime,leadsto a policyy = y(x); underthat
policy,equilibriumis realizedonly when (asymptotically)x = x(y*) so
that -(x) y'. Thus the staticalapproachand the case of an infinitely
high discountrate lead to the same equilibriumvalue of x. Indeed,it
canbe shownthatinfiniteutilitydiscountingmakesUy(y,x)- 0always,
which mieansy = y(x), so that the statical approachand infinitely
heavy discountinglead to identicalpolicies throughouttime.
But optimalbehaviourin the limit as 8 goes to infinityis of little
interest.Given any (finite) value of 8, the dynamicapproachyields
differentresultsfromthe staticalpolicyy = -x. First,since Uy(x,y) > 0
alonganydynamicallyoptimalpath,the optimaly < 5 for all x. Second,
and this needs emphasis,even if x0 is such that y(xo) > y*, so that
maximizationof the initialrateof utilitywouldcall for y > y*,
myopicm
the trulyoptimaly < y* if (and only iD xo < x*'.Thus,if the currently
expectedrate of inflationis 2 per cent. while the long-runequilibrium
(asymptoticallyoptimal)expectedinflationrate is less, say 1 per cent.,
is optimalwhetheror not the currentutility-rate
then under-utilization
curvepeaksto the rightof y*. This themeis essentiallya repetitionof a
themeof the previoussection: a dynamicalapproachcan lead to an
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optimal policy that is qualitatively different from that of a myopic,
statical approach. In particular, a "deflationist" policy of underutilization (and hence a rise of x over time) may be optimal even when
mnyopicmaximization of the current rate of utility calls for overutilization (and hence a fall of x over time).
The above results may be summarizedin a qualitative way as follows.
y, = y(x)

RY*if X > X*P

(17) where (x)
lim

* if

X0

X

0
L< y* if X0

y(x)

X
x < Y(x) for all x,
v, y(x)

x-`>xbQ40

with x < x*(8) < ,(y-) for all 8 K 0, x'~'(8) K 0.
Once again we miiayask, what if yO y*? Then y(x) < y" for all x.
In this evenit,.y < y*'when x0 < x* as above. And if x.0 >; x*, then
v = y*; hence there is no over-utilization, because there is no gainito be
had in the present (from over-utilization) that is worth a discounted
future loss (from a reduction of future liquidity).
[V. CONCLUDING REMAARKS

The principal theme here has been that, within the context of the
above model, a tight fiscal policy producing "under-utilization", alnd
hence producing an actual algebraic inflation rate that is smaller than
the currently expected inflationlrate, is optimal if and only if the currently expected inflation rate exceeds the asymptotically optimal
inflation rate. The latter is determined by liquidity considerations and
by social time preference (the utility discount rate), not by the strength
of preferences for high or low utilizatioin (at a given rate of interest).
If the utility discount rate is zero, the asymptotically optimal inflation
rate is simply the nmaxim-um
expected inflation rate consistent with full
liquidity (at equilibrium utilization). If there is positive discouintingof
future utility rates, the long-run iinflationrate exceeds the full-liquidity
rate and is greaterthe larger is the discount rate. From this point of view,
therefore, what characterizes the advocates of a "high-pressure"policy
of over-utilization is their implicit adoption of a large utility discount.
In favouring high utilization today at the cost of high inflation in the
eventual future equilibrium, they reveal high "time preference".
Dynamical models of this sort are a methodological step forward
from the statical approach to optimal aggregate demand discussed at the
outset of this article. But it would be premature to base policy on the
particular model employed here. Among a host of needed extensions,
the following stand out. Inflation should be made to depend upon the
change of utilization, as well as the level. Investment should be made
endogenous and possibly even optimnizedsimnultaneouslywith aggregate
demand. And where it is appropriate to assume fixed or only occasionally adjustable exchange rates balance-of-payments considerations
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should be introduced; from this viewpoint, the model's greatest
relevancemay be for a nation'soptimalobjectivesin the international
co-ordinationof aggregatedemandand pricetrendsamongcountries.
Universityof Pennsylvania.

